Improved wavelet entropy calculation with window functions and its preliminary application to study intracranial pressure.
The wavelet entropy is a novel way to measure the signal regularity, and its calculation is based on the energy distribution in wavelet sub-bands. However, wavelet entropy will be largely influenced by the noise usually existed in signals, especially in physiological signals. With aim to get more stable entropy calculation, a windowed wavelet entropy approach is proposed. In this paper, we systemically studied the difference between wavelet entropy and approximate entropy, which has yet not been studied in detail before. The conducted comparison with various signals reveals that wavelet entropy can measure the signal complexity like approximate entropy. Moreover, the relative wavelet entropy can be used to measure the dissimilarity between two signals. Compared to the original wavelet entropy approach, the comparison result also shows that the proposed window approach can get smoother and more stable calculation for both wavelet entropy and relative wavelet entropy, which is more meaningful to measure signal regularity and dissimilarity. The application to the time series recorded from a patient having the intracranial hypertension reveals that the new approach can clearly differentiate the normal and hypertension states, which may serve as a promising tool for prediction of intracranial pressure in future.